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Finds on your Doorstep – 2,300 years of life in West Halton - finds recorded on the 

Portable Antiquities Scheme Database (search for finds.org.uk) – by Martin Foreman, 

Finds Liaison Officer for North Lincolnshire. 
 

 

The Late Iron Age (300 BC – AD 43) 2 records 

 

Early finds from West Halton date to the Iron Age. They are perhaps part of a spread of material from a 

local centre commemorated by the place-name Walcot, in neighbouring Alkborough parish. That site 

overlooked the Trent, and West Halton may have been part of its cliff-top hinterland; it then lay in the 

territory of the Corieltauvi tribe. The Corieltauvi were the most northerly Britons to strike coins. This 

custom was drawn from the Classical world, albeit Celtic use of coins was probably very different. Later 

British coins name the rulers who issued them, showing slow and partial convergence with Roman practice. 

 

                                              
          Celtic coin inscribed VEP CORF                  Penannular brooch fragment 
 NLM-366D48 NLM-BA7297 

 

 

The Roman Period (AD 43-410) 17 objects 

 

Roman finds also resemble those from Alkborough, being of similar types though in lesser numbers. West 

Halton and Alkborough may include fields on which rubbish from the same settled areas was scattered as 

manure. Earlier finds include another fantail brooch, a style favoured by the Corieltauvi, and a plate brooch. 

There are oddments from a Romanised occupation, including fittings from furniture, tableware and domestic 

lighting, all unlikely in a Celtic tribal context. Later finds are all coins, and, again as seen at Alkborough, 

most date to after AD 260, and none postdate the rule of the House of Constantine (306-361).  
 

Brooches and household fittings reflect Romanised life for the Corieltauvi. While the brooches met tribal 

preferences, metal tableware and a lamp hanger show indoor lifestyles associated with more civilised ways. 

 

                  
         Fantailed and plate brooches                 Spoon & ewer spout fragment         Oil lamp hanger 
         NLM-60862F NLM-24AE15                             NLM-913931 NLM-5B7614 LVPL266 

  

 

The Early Anglo-Saxon period (AD 410-700) 1 record 

 

The arrival of the Anglo-Saxons left little trace at West Halton and Alkborough. The consolidation of their 

rule, however, is marked by a single splendid object: a pendant perhaps from the grave of a noblewoman 

buried in the 600s. This lay in a corridor leading from West Halton’s fields towards the port of Burton 
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Stather. It may have monumentalised a family claim to access towards the wider world. She was rich, and 

perhaps also pagan. Though working when Anglo-Saxons converted to Christianity, the maker avoided any 

suggestion of cross-like shapes. If any motif dominates its design, it is features suggesting the number three. 

 

                                                     
 NLM-DD07EF 

 
 

The Middle Saxon to Viking period (AD 700-1066) 10 records 

 

A Christian monastery was established by the 700s. This would be a base for missionary effort among 

peoples living along the Ouse and Trent and their tributaries. A setting accessible by water was typical of 

Celtic monastic foundations. Such a new Minster would be granted land to support it: the Cliff and 

Winterton Beck may mark the western and eastern limits of this estate. 

The Viking threat grew acute from about 850, and piracy attracted by such rich and easy pickings soon gave 

way to settlement. An estate so close to the Humber could hardly escape falling into new hands. 
 

Sparse Middle Saxon finds nevertheless compare to objects excavated from nearby Flixborough. That was a 

rich high-status settlement, perhaps also with monastic functions at some time between AD 650 and 850. 

 

                                                
     Simple buckle frame and zoomorphic strap end     Spatula and vessel ring-stand fragment 
 NLM-BAE581 NLM-FD30B3 NLM-39AA12 NLM-BC7576 

 

Stone whorls were used to spin fibre for cloth. Lead whorls were usually heavier, and were more likely to 

have been used to ply cord to make rope. Similar whorls are found in large numbers east of Alkborough. 

 

                        
   Viking lead whorls of 9th or 10th-century forms as seen at York; used to spin yarn or ply cords                      
 NLM-E00BB2 NLM-60A232 NLM-DFD7AA NLM-395685 

 

Viking settlers converted to Christianity within a generation or two of their arrival. They nevertheless 

imparted a distinctive Anglo-Scandinavian culture to the region whose traces remained for centuries. 
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  11th-century stirrup mounts, the first is a regional sub-type       Part-melted Borre-style disc brooches  

            NLM-D54D37 NLM-BC4B44 NLM-24CF9E 

 

Finds without limit? 

The distribution of objects illustrated here suggests that there was no boundary between the parishes of 

Alkborough and West Halton during the Viking and Anglo-Scandinavian periods (850-1066). Lead whorls 

are from the eastern edge of a spread of similar objects between the two villages - more come from 

Alkborough. Stirrup mounts were found close to the lane between West Halton and Alkborough; the second 

near West Halton’s church, an Anglo-Scandinavian foundation named for a Middle Saxon founder (St. 

AEthelfryth). These suggest when this route was in use, as well as a close connection between parishes.  
 
 

The Medieval period (1066-1500) 19 records 

 

Medieval finds from West Halton include only a single coin, in contrast to Alkborough, and indeed most 

other rural parishes. This may indicate cash was rarely available to be lost – or that coins are under-reported. 

The frequency of other objects conforms more closely to the Alkborough pattern. Similarities include the 

deposition of fragments from metal cauldrons, metal dress fittings, and lead weights for fishing. Of the 

latter, crude improvised types predominated here. If fishing was a common way to supplement diet, it was 

perhaps more opportunistic, and less of an organised profession than it would be for a riverbank community. 
 

Fishing weights include a tubular type from close to the boundary with Alkborough. But, does this mark a 

difference between professional and casual activity – or just between the practices of two busy fishermen? 

 

                                                                
Tubular lead fishing weight for net or line                  Lead weights with holes to attach them to lines 
 NLM-1CF2A7 NLM-16D3E0 NLM-13B407 

 

Medieval dress accessories were only discarded when worn or broken beyond use up to 1300. A seal matrix 

bearing the motif of a stag is also worn out, hinting its owner often needed to seal letters or documents. 

 

     
  Buckles 1200-1400, the earlier ones quite beyond use      Folding clasp       Very well-used seal matrix 
LVPL310 NLM-24D9F8 NLM-7149A2 LVPL357 NLM-37E0D5 NLM-703965 

 

Metal cooking pots include fragments cut during episodes of recycling. Their feet are usually sooted from 

prolonged use on flat hearths; holes below a cast metal rim may show a pot that was hung over the hearth. 
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  Cauldron legs, usually identified by black patches of soot     Fragments from rims of similar vessels 
     NLM-C79845                        NLM-5B4CB6                               NLM-5AC0E5      NLM-1726D2 NLM-1710C8 

 

A solitary medieval silver penny, dated to 1300-1310, and a copper alloy jeton or counter: such a shortage of 

coins is unusual for any group of rural finds. Be warned: absence of evidence is not evidence of absence. 

 

                                                     
        Silver penny of Edward I or Edward II          A jeton or counter: these are often found pierced   
 NLM-BCE2B6 NLM-BAB593 

 
 

The Post-Medieval period (1500-1900) 44 records 

 

Post-medieval coins from West Halton span the reigns of Tudors and Stuarts, with others from later periods. 

Common finds include fragmentary buckles and buttons from clothing. These are all less closely dateable 

than the coins. This is either because they are of types which remained fashionable for a long time, or are 

objects whose date-ranges are poorly understood. 

Some finds may be associated with historical events. However, it is usually impossible to match up field 

finds and history with confidence; such evidence must remain circumstantial. The individual recording of 

object locations may, however, assist the identification of significantly clustered contemporary groups. 
 

Post-medieval coins are rare from West Halton, perhaps for the same odd reasons that leave us so short of 

medieval silver. Higher-value silver coins only appear from the reign of William III (1688-1703) onwards. 

 

    
      Silver penny and brass farthing         Sixpence folded as keepsake, a shilling and another sixpence 
         NLM-29D1A2                      NLM-C41081 NLM-1D5159 NLM-BA8572                              NLM-FE7B74 

 

A Civil War (1642-1645) fort on the Trent at Alkborough Flats was armed and active at this time. Its small 

garrison would probably have been billeted on local householders, only manning the guns in time of need. 

 

      
Musket balls or shot, the second has been fired   Gun flint       Powder flask cap   Sword belt hanger 
   NLM-6091D        NLM-51CF46  NLM-60997A   NLM-1CFD7C   NLM-16F783  NLM-170465 NLM-383397 
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These fasteners could come from either civilian or military dress. All the buckles are broken, most beyond 

re-use. Buttons became common in the post-medieval period, and are more likely to survive in one piece. 

 

      
                  Buckle fragments of the period 1500-1650                          Contemporary brass buttons 
      NLM-51B962 NLM-49F914 NLM-1D08AB            NLM-1D336C                   NLM-5B65F2 NLM-FDDBC1       NLM-39C323  

   

Other later finds include examples of types familiar from medieval times. A decision as to whether an object 

is earlier or later often rests on its surface condition, patina and the tint of its metal, as well as on its form. 

 

      
           Lead fishing weights                Weight with lettering      Spindle whorl            Palm guard 

NLM-51E21E                NLM-788F3C NLM-1D2466 NLM-D556BD NLM-BC6147 

 


